Year 4 Tasks (Week 4: Week beginning Monday 22\textsuperscript{nd} June 2020)

Included in this pack also is a work pack from classroomsecrets. This is additional work, which you may wish to do (except the literacy which is required as part of this week’s pack.)

**Literacy:**
1. Miss Campbell is thinking of banning playtimes, so the teachers can fit in more lessons. You need to plan and write a persuasive argument to persuade her that playtime SHOULD NOT be banned. Come up with three opinions and some reasons for each opinion.
2. Literacy tasks in the classroom secrets pack.

**Reading:**
Complete the Inspiring Dahl comprehension in the classroom secrets pack.
Continue reading daily at least 20 minutes.

**Topic: Our World**
1. Can you do some research to complete the capital cities of the countries on the list?

**Science: Sound and Vibration (revision)**
Go to BBC Bitesize Sound and Vibration page: [https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgffr82](https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgffr82).
Watch the clips and complete the ‘Fill in the gaps’ activities on the pages.

**Spanish:**
Continue your work with LanguageNut. Some of you may be on different units but it is far better to cement your understanding and work slowly rather than rushing ahead.
Maths:
1. Interpret charts sheet
2. Comparison, sum and difference sheet
3. Introducing line graphs sheet

Helpful video lessons can be found here:
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-4/

RE: People of Faith - Fauja Singh
Read the lesson presentation on Fauja Singh. Can you identify how his beliefs helped him overcome his challenges? Complete the RE Fauja Singh Activity Sheet.

DT/Art: Free drawing.
Many of you will have enjoyed drawing at home. Can you create a drawing that has meant something to you during the lockdown? Please use pencil to draw/sketch and then either crayons, pencil colours, felt tips or paint to add colour. We look forward to see these!

PSHE: Equality.
There have been many people demonstrating for the right to equality in the ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement. Watch the story: The Day You Begin. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oM3DesXftrQ
What can we learn from this story?

PE:
Continue to exercise daily. Remember you need to make sure you exercise for at least 2-3 hours a week. Joe Wicks runs a PE session Monday-Friday. Join him on YouTube.
Here are some links you can follow:
BBC PE – https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zj6pyrd

Go Noodle – https://www.gonoodle.com/
BBC Super Movers – http://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers
Just Dance –
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=just+dance+playlist
Cosmic Yoga –
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=cosmic+yoga+playlist